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Abstract. In this era of disruption, changes in information technology have an impact not only on human resources but also on organizations. In building organizations, good relationships and networking with external parties have become a necessity for organizations to be able to compete and grow as strong organizations. This study discusses: (a) how is the role and function of an international office in building an organization?; (b) what strategies are doing for international offices to improve organizational competitiveness? This research was conducted in four Polytechnic, such as: State Polytechnic of Jakarta, State Electronics Polytechnic of Surabaya, State Polytechnic of Semarang and State Polytechnic of Bali. The research method uses qualitative, and data collection techniques using observation, study documentation and interviews. The results showed that the role and function of international office contributed to the relationship between Polytechnics and other foreign universities or colleges, students can participate in a student exchange programme, helped the lecturer continuing study for the master's or doctoral degree, partnership and cooperation relations for doing research. The strategy carried out by international office through SWOT analysis is to proactively provide information on Polytechnic partnerships with foreign universities, improving the positive image and accreditation of institutions.
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1. Introduction

In the current era of disruption, the most change is the speed of information technology that affects not only companies, business organizations, government agencies including organizations in educational institutions like Polytechnics. The speed of accessing information is important in supporting the learning process not only by lecturers but also students. International Office is one of the units that support organizations at the Polytechnic have a function to develop its institutions in networking and collaborate with universities, government and industry. The role and function of the international office at Polytechnic can support “tridharma” such as: teaching, research, and community service for organizational competitiveness. In an organization, the strategies are

potential requirements that require top management decisions and large amounts of corporate resources [1]. The strategy in a learning organization is how it grows and has the competitiveness to win the competition [2]. There are three perspectives in winning the competition, such as: (a) the macro is related to the internal and external balance of the state and focuses on real exchange rate management, (b) business strategy relating to competition
between firms and countries that have different roles and limited public policies, and (c) technologies and innovations that emphasize innovation and learning that produce value and high competitiveness [3] [4].

2. Methodology

2.1. Research Methodology

The research methodology used in this research is qualitative research using soft systems methodology (SSM) and descriptive qualitative. The research method based on the philosophy of postpositivism is used to examine the conditions of the researcher as an instrument of key sampling. The data source is purposive and snowball, collection techniques by triangulation (combined, inductive data analysis and qualitative research emphasize the significance of generalization [5] [6]. The SSM references to the seven principles, such as: (1) the problem situation is considered, (2) problem situation expressed, (3) definition of relevant purposeful activity systems, (4) conceptual models of named systems in the root definition, (5) comparison of models and real words, (6) changes: systematically desirable culturally feasible, (7) action to improve the problem [7] [5].

2.2 Techniques of Data Collection

Data collection techniques did through the study of documentation, informal discussion, participative observation and interviews with Head of international office, Assistant Director for academic and lecturer as the owner issue. The data has been grouped to associate with one another and interpreted by using SSM and also CATWOE approach (Clients, Actors, Transformation, Weltanschauung or worldview, Owners and Environment) in analyzing relationship building through the international office for organization competitiveness in polytechnic.

Figure 1. The Function of International Office in Polytechnic Organization
(Source: data processed, 2018)
3. Results and Discussion

This study discusses how international office influences the activities of the organization with good capability and network. Based on Law No.12 of 2012 describes the system of use for Higher of Education and revitalization in polytechnic [8] [9] resulting in higher polytechnic graduate competition to be able to work in a company. The involvement of the government, associations and institutions in the education process including the pattern of cooperation with foreign higher education requires the existence of an international office that takes care of how to build good cooperation and relations between institutions abroad. The involvement of international offices in the student exchange and leading to Master and Doctoral lecturers program creates polytechnic organizations competing and applying the concepts of collaborative knowledge creation [3] [4] [6]. The following is a picture that explains the position of international offices in organizations at higher of education, especially Polytechnics

Table 1. Root Definition (RD) for the role of International Office in Polytechnic

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ROOT DEFINITION</th>
<th>PROCESS</th>
<th>SYSTEM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RD</td>
<td>International Office policy formulation within a form of collaboration cooperation and partnership polytechnic with industry, companies, governments, Associations and other institutions.</td>
<td>The system is owned and operated by polytechnics in the framework of policy formulation (P) through the improvement of interaction, collaboration, communication and cooperation network (Q) through the international office on policy formulation process to improve the competitiveness of the polytechnic organization.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: data processed, 2018

Table 2. CATWOE and 3E

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Customers</th>
<th>Director, Assistant to Director for Academic Affairs, Assistant to Director for Field of Cooperation and Industry, lecturer, government, professional association, and industry.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Actors</td>
<td>Director, Assistant to Director for Academic, Assistant to Director for Cooperation and Industry, lecturer, Head of International Office, Head of Research and Community Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transformation</td>
<td>Information assymetry between educational providers with International office based on externalizing and sharing process.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weltanschauung</td>
<td>Submission of information between delivery is important to be implemented to produce strategies for strengthening the dynamic capabilities of the organization for international office regulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Owner</td>
<td>Director, Assistant to Director for Academic , lecturer, and Head of the international office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environment</td>
<td>Budgeting and time for running these programs based on policy from the government are limited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-Eficas</td>
<td>The existence of externalizing and sharing to overcome the challenge of information asymmetry in institutional cooperation network through international office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-Efqiciency</td>
<td>Optimizing available resources, time and policy from organizations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-Efective</td>
<td>The achievement of institutional cooperation network with external parties Polytechnic trough the role of international office</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: data processed, 2018
### Table 3 The Role and Strategic of International Office in Polytechnic

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NO</th>
<th>INSTITUTION</th>
<th>STRATEGIC FOR ROLE OF INTERNATIONAL OFFICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1  | State Polytechnic of Jakarta (PNJ)  | a. Collaboration with another institution and colleges in abroad (MSU-Malaysia, A-e University Malaysia) and NPIC (Cambodia)  
b. Have a program for student exchange (Taiwan)  
c. Collaboration with Polytechnic of Kinabalu for joint seminar and community services  
d. Involve in international office forum in Indonesia  
e. Support the leader of PNJ to make MOU with government and colleges or university (MSU-Malaysia, India, Taiwan, Korea)  
f. Dharmasiswa program from HGDE-Indonesia (Ghana, Taiwan, Japan, Cambodia, Malaysia, and Turkey)  
g. Teaching culture and Indonesian language for Dharmasiswa student  
h. Create the strategy for improving international office facing disruption era and competitiveness. |
| 2  | State Polytechnic Electronica of Surabaya (PENS): PICO | a. Have a program for student exchange (Taiwan, Japan)  
b. Prepare a guide book orientation program for student exchange to come to PENS  
c. Scholarship for Master degree programme (Philippines and Keyo University in Japan), PhD programme (Okayama University and Toyashi University of Technology)  
de. Collaboration with SEAMO, Taiwan and South Korea for student exchange  
f. Involve in international office forum in Indonesia  
g. Support the leader of PENS to make MOU with government and colleges or university in abroad  
h. For promoting the programme: www.pico.pens.ac.id  
i. Joint research with Keyo University-Japan, NTU Singapore, California Polytechnic for a newrable energy. |
| 3  | State Polytechnic of Semarang (POLINES) | a. Have a programme for student exchange (Taiwan and Belgia)  
b. Have a programme of Dharmasiswa  
c. Involve in international office forum in Indonesia  
d. Support the leader of POLINES to make MOU with government and colleges or university abroad. |
| 4  | State Polytechnic of Bali (PNB): UKHPI | a. UKHPI Have a program for student exchange (Taiwan and South of Korea)  
b. Involve in international office forum in Indonesia  
c. Support the leader of PNJ to make MOU with government and colleges or university (MSU-Malaysia, India, Taiwan, South of Korea)  
f. Lecturer exchange for Taiwan  
g. Credit transfers were carried out in 2017 with 3 students studying in France (6 months MOU) and 2 students studying in Taiwan for one month. |

Source: data processed, 2018

### 4. Conclusions

The International Office has the duties and functions as a mediator and creator in the organizational development process at the Polytechnic. Building relations and communication with institutions, colleges and government abroad have an impact on improving the quality of students through student exchange programs, opportunity scholarships for lecturers study for the Master degree program and Doctoral degree programs. The polytechnic policy in supporting the role of international office running the programs with enough budget and the potential and qualified human resources, so that why polytechnics are able to compete and winning competition in the disruption era.
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